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Mount specialist Sanus announces the Advanced Full Motion S4-- a range of wall mounts for
ultra-slim TVs both large and small promising style, stability, slimness and simplicity.

  

Developed in collaboration with custom installers, the S4 range consists of three brackets
covering all TV sizes ranging from 19- to 90-inch. All feature a UL-listed solid steel frame to
provide maximum support for the TV. In turn the steel frame is incorporated into stylish brushed
steel decorative covers (in stainless or black stainless) concealing the wall plate. The package
also includes all mounting hardware and drilling templates.

  

Sanus technologies such as Virtual Axis allow fingertip tilt of the brackets, while FluidMotion
provides seamless TV movement. Once positioned a Steady Set function holds the TV in
perfect position, eliminating drift and unwanted movement. Users can tilt the mounts through 15
degrees and swivel left and right between 57- and 90-degrees depending on the size of mount
and TV selected.

      

The VSF716-B2 (black) and VSF716-S2 (stainless) are single-arm designs for TVs 19- to
40-inch in size. They incorporate 75x75, 100x100, 200x200 VESA mounts and can carry TVs
weighing up to 15.88kg. The mounts swivel 90 degrees left and right, and sit 46mm from the
wall to accentuate the thin TV panel.

  

For TVs between 32- and 55-inch the VMF720-B2/S2 withstands loads of up to 24.95kg. It
provides 60 degrees of left/right swivel and the VESA mounting is compatible with 100x100,
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200x200, 300x200, 400x200 and 400x400 sizes. The bracket arms are marked with VESA
positions for simplicity of applications.

  

The VLF728-B2/S2 handles TVs up to 90-inch and loads of up to 57.6kg. A very generous
extension of 71cm, variable VESA mount from 200x200 to 600x400 and 57-degree left/right
swivel make it a versatile large screen TV mount. Twin arm construction with hidden cable
management provides safety and convenience for both installer and customer.

  

All mounts are available now across Europe.

  

Go Sanus Mounts
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https://www.sanus.com/en_US/products/mounts/

